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A. Summary

This final report  presents the outcomes of a Professional Development Grant to fund

registration, travel, lodging and meals during a trip to the 2018 Multidisciplinary Analysis and

Optimization Conference from  25 to 29 June 2018 in Atlanta,  Georgia.  The conference was

organized by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA).

 The  grant  was  approved  in  support  of  my  attendance  to  present  a  peer-reviewed

conference  paper,  chair  two conference  sessions,  attend  the  AIAA Multidisciplinary  Design

Optimization meeting as a technical committee and serve as a judge to select the best paper and

presentation awards.  The face page of my published paper1 in the AIAA conference proceeding

is included at the end of this final report in Appendix I.

B. Restatement of the Research Problem

The AIAA Aviation Conference is an annual gathering of more than 4,000 scientist to

present  the  latest  research  and  development  in  the  area  of  Aerospace  Engineering

(https://aviation.aiaa.org/).  Through  the  financial  support  provided  by  this  grant,  I  had  the

opportunity to present my latest research findings, exchange ideas with other researcher in my

field, and develop relationships with multiple research and development organization in the field

of Aerospace Engineering.

C. Brief Review of the Professional Enhancement Opportunity

The  support  from  the  professional  development  grant  at  Arkansas  Tech  University

allowed me to carry out the trip to Atlanta, GA, present my accepted research paper, and perform

as the chair for two of their sessions in Aeroelastic and Aero-Structures Optimization II, and

Design Optimization of Complex Systems.

The grant also allowed me to attend the AIAA Multidisciplinary Design Optimization

technical committee that happened at the same time and place of the conference. Since I am a

technical committee, attendance of these meetings is mandatory for the members on a regular

basis.  AIAA  technical  committees  are  worldwide  experts  in  their  fields to  help  develop,

1 https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2018-3421  , Retrieved on October 1, 2018.

https://aviation.aiaa.org/
https://arc.aiaa.org/doi/10.2514/6.2018-3421


support, and  administer  AIAA  products  and  services,  including  conferences,

publications, awards, and student design contests. 

D. Summary of Findings and Outcomes

Oral  presentation  of  my  research  work  resulted  in  several  discussions  with  other

researcher  in  the  field  and potential  collaborative  research  work among us.   I  also received

invitations to join as a technical reviewer for NASA proposals.  Face to face interaction with

governmental research agencies and industrial sector has also increased the likelihood of doing

collaborative research work including our undergraduate and graduate students. 

Attendance, conference presentation, chairing two scientific sessions, and participating in

the technical committee meeting enhance the visibility of Arkansas Tech University. Sharing my

experience at  this capacity  is an important  venue to publicize Arkansas Tech University and

showcase  its  faculty.  This  grant  also  provided  me  the  opportunity  to  further  develop  my

professional network, and learn about the latest research findings. This allows me to expand and

update my knowledge, and share it with my students at Arkansas Tech University. Continuation

of this research in the form of senior design projects, and undergraduate research topics is also

among the ways the results of this research will be disseminated. 

E. Conclusion and Recommendations

Meeting new scholars is one of the greatest benefits of attending a conference. During

this conference, I had the opportunity to make several  meaningful professional connections to

develop my network. Presenting my research in the conference also helped me to improve and

extend the scope of my work by getting feedback from the experts in the field. Attending this

international conference gave me the chance to listen to different points of view and learn new

ideas  and  trends  in  my  field.  Therefore,  I  would  like  to  express  my  sincere  thanks  to  the

members  of  the  Professional  Development  Committee,  Academic  Affairs  and  the  Office  of

Sponsored  Research  and University  Initiatives  at  Arkansas  Tech University  for  funding this

proposal. 
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